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TIIEE3IS

b:;,r Gustavus A. D1U1can.

C. E.

HisS01U"'i [3chool of Hines and I:1etal1urp;y, Class of'ltVl·l.

Subm1ttec1

with application :for the der;ree o.f

I',iining Engeneer, in Ju..YlO "1907.

The writerts first experience in the separation of slime from grit
occurred in the year 1896 when there was presented to him the problenl of
separating the component parts of a disintegrated,
• \

v:ll?:i~~? .tPt~tI~ te,
,'" ", .: : " I' • " :

't:· . . .

in which

the feld:spar was decomposed, and the quartz and. mIca he.d been ground by

varyi~.g frgili j ~~~;(::+fi~'6\h ~oiq.d pass
much sma~'i~;:,:·','~o.!;t'j;on:'rff.J:ii';,~~j':"\;a~"~OUght

glacial action to a degree of fineness
through a 150 mesh screen, to that

I'

on an 8 mesh soreen.

',.'

:.,

't,.' \

I

Occasional coarse quartz was rejActed at the

corr~ence

ment of the operation.
The kaolin, and the mica and quartz in varying degrees of fineness,
had each a different market value.
Preliminary tests with the pan, horn and vanniuG shovel, showed
that perfent separation could not be. secured without complete disintegration
of the clay, and that the most difficult part of the operation would be the
,

securing of a clay product free from fine quartz.
The first experimental apparatus was made almost entirely
- ; ..

o~

glass,

!

:for the purpose o:f :fa\J.. lc,f1:.tating the study of the behavior of the material
while in action in water , and will be understood by reference to the accomp
anying blue print
will again refer.

o~

a cyanide leaching tank, made later, and to which I

For the test mentioned a small screw conveyor was opera.
7

ted by hand.

The assorting column was made of glass tubes,connected at

the Y joint by a wooden block bored to meet the need, and with the glass
ceiving hopper by a piece of rubber tUbe.

re~

The assorting column was IS"

long above the Y joint, and three feet long below it, and its lower end
passed through a rubber cork into a five gallon water bottle.

In the center

of the bottom of the bottle or hutch, a hole was drilled, and connection
made with a rubber tube which was hung up so its open extremity was on a
level with the discharge at the top

o~

the assorting column.

The apparatus was filled with water before any of the material to
be treated was added.

The disintegrated granite, and water enough to make

of it a Boft mud, were

~ed

to the revolvlne conveyor, which was made like

a olay pug mill or mixer; the object being to thoroughly disintegrate the
clay lumps and to free them from adhering sand while advancing the mass
toward the hopper.
As the solids

de~ended

in the assorting column, they were , natur-

ally met by the displaced and .ascending water.

A washing and

classi~ioation

and the separation of the

~ine

took place ill the assorting column,

white clay was

showing in the glass hutch below.

83 per~ect;

An examination
•

•

no cloudiness

·9t~r~!\~""~.i~~f~' flowing like
••••••

•

t

a stream of milk from the di scharge at an eleva tio:r; .. sl;i,<'Sh·t~:r: -pelow the feed
l~:': : :.~ ::'. :.": :..: :, ", :
.. '
level, showed the presence of very fine sand;:::~().:~he' speed of,_ .~,he.·. "ipward
•

flow. was reduced

by increasing the diameter

•• 1

"

"

,

o~' \1{a·:~irlRo;:~·in~:"-~~~umn

until

such upward rate of flow as was necessary to secure tIle desired separation
fqr that particular material was attained.

The sand and mica did not flow

continuously from the glass hutch through the rubber tube discharge leading
from its bottom; but occasional stoppage was corrected by lowering the dis
charge end of the tube. Separation and assorting of the several grades of
was aQcomnlished
.
mica and quartzA by screens and slu1ce boxes.
.
In order to test the market value of the products it was necessary
to make a larger device, and to produce several tons of each olass.
The second apparatus was made of 2" cypress, and was an enlarged
plan of the first.

It had a height of l2 t between the disintegrating oon··

voyor and the hutch.

The assorting column" was 8" square, inside, and was

entered 3' from its top by the intake flue, whicll had inside dimensions
of 1" by 8", had an overflow 1/2" lower than the bottom of the feed hopper,
arld for 12" above the hutch. was supplied on all sides with glass windows

to permit observation of the aotion.within.
I have described the apparatus used at that time, because, in
.1ater work the glass hutoh and tubes , so arranged, have been helprul to
me in studying the behavior of slime and grit at the tirne of their separation.
Getting rid of the large amount of water that held the clay in sus
pension, involved the

difficulties that were soon to command the attention

of all who were interested in extracting the preKcious

metals from ore by

the cyanide method. Beyond a oertain point , settling and

de~antation

ceased

to work, and in the short time alloted to the work, no plan for getting the
liquor out of slime 'was attained.

The then small and expensive filter press

was the only logioal relief for that partioular case when workod in a large
way; but was then not believed by the writer to be feasible
mill practioe.

~or

metallurgical

The resnl ts of Hr M.errill' s exhausti va experiments at the

Homestake mills seem to have demonstra.ted that the evolution he has wrought
for the filter press has enabled him to apply s11ccessfully that method of

extracting metal value and cyanide solution from slime.
The demands of' the engagement upon the

di.,sl!~':i),~~~,'~~,~~"
to"

I"

\,'

t

I'

•

\

prani te were

,I

l.

met when the sand and mica were collected from the "sluice, ~<?~~s and seltlers,
: ~ :: : ::

i

I

::

'/

',:

::.:'

,j-and the clay adt&.ixture had been evaporated t~.': . ~, ,,?oh'di"trdri:,' 13t1i:fi.G1:el~~ly .approx--

..

":" . . '.:.(.:~)j ..

imating dryness to admit of shipment.

'

','

:.":,,,".""

The writer left the work impressed with the·difficulty of keeping
all fine sand out of slime in ordinary mill work, and with the greater problem of extracting gold,' silver and cyanide of potassium held in solution in
the slime that was then retarding percolation, and in many cases defeating
cyanide mill practice •
. My next encounter with slime also came as an adjunct to other work,
which I will describe upon the chance of its containing for someone, a
suggestion.
In the SU111mer of' 1898 reports beca.me persistent to the effect that
there were large quantities. ci.:f garnet sand"on the beach of Cape Nome,
carrying

~
~p4.00

per ton in gold; part of it too fine to save in sluice boxes,

and part of it too coarse for treatment with cyanide: and that part of the
coarse gold was rusty and would not amalgamate.
Several tons of the sand were brought to Salt Lake City and a por
tion of it was given to the writer for treatment.

The claim that it contain

ed $4.00 per ton in gold was verified.
The writer made a galvanized iron cylinder 8' long and l' in diameeer
having longitudinal shelvGs or flights attached to the inside of the cylinder
3" apart, and each flight projecting 2" toward the axis.

partly Closed the ends of the cY.linder.

Annular heads

The flights extended from one

annular head to within 3" of the other head.

In this 3" of smooth inner sur

face there was to be fitted a steel band equipped with small elevator buckets.
) The cylinder was mounted horizontally on revolving wheel bearings, and rough
arrangements were made for turning the cylinder at a speed of 15 revolutions
a minute.

A screw conveyor feed was adjusted at one end, and at the other

was incerted a sheet iron trough for carrying away the material dropped into
it by the elevator cups.

A 20' liGht canvas belt conveyor, of low speed,

received the discharge from the inserted spout, and perforated iron pipes
were suspended over the belt conveyor asa means of supplying a wash for the

moving material below, the resulting gold bearing liquor passing to precip'itating boxes.

The sands discharged from the belt conveyor were to pass

over an amalgamated copper plate.
Having put the cylinder in motion,

th~

sands were fed into the

sorew conveyor trough with a 1/10 of 1% cyanide solution, and they slowly
progressed toward the discharge end of the cylinder.

Thirty minutes after

the sand first entered the oylinder, the band haVing riveted to it the small
elevator cups, was sprung into plaoe within the cylinder, the discharge spout
was inserted and discharge upon

th~

belt conveyor was effected.

Naturally

the garnet sand developed no slime to retard rapid percolation neoessary for
the completion of the wash while the sand was upon the conveyor •. The sand
was well washed in transit to the copper plate, and delivered to the plate
only the coarse gold, brightened by abrasion in the cylinder, and in perfect
condition for amalgamation.
The value precipitated from the cyanido solution, added to that
recovered from the amalgam, very

c~osely

equalled the fire assay.

It was believed that we had demonstrated that the system and appara
tus, on a large scale, would successfully treat Cape Nome sand, and stack tbe
tailings back on the beach wi thin an hour from the time of their first dis,·
turbance.

By the time the writer had secured his patents on the method and

apparatus, it was proven to his satisfaction that there were no workable
quantities of sand on any beach of 8ufricient value to warrant treatment by
either amalgamation or cyaniding, or a oombination or the methode.
Later I secured some ore from the Mercur Mine, of Mercur, Utah,
orushed it to pass l/Sft mshs'screen, and put it through the apparatus and
method

arranged for the Nome Sand.

The are was known to be quite porous,

and the gold to be readily dissolved in a cyanide solution.

.

The constant

falling through the air of the thin sheets of ore andoyanide solution admix
ture, from the tilted flights of the revolving cylinder to its bottom; afford-ad ideal conditions for tIle rapid dissolving or the gold oontent.
It was found

that 95% or the gold was put in solution in 35 minutes,

that the great abrasivo action in the cylinder increased in a marked degree
the slime to be handled; that separation or the slime from the:~ ~m XEE

courso ore would be necessary before

th~

latter could

be

washed free of its

dissolved gold values; that the slime, after separation from the coarse ore
waG the more valllable of the two, and that it was difficult and exponsive to
,get the

gold bearing cyanide solution out of the slime.
The year following, when the writer was mining and

a day, of non slime

bearin~

milling 500 tons

ore that yielded to cyanide treatment 86% of its'

gold value after having passed a 1/2 ft mesh screen: a neighboring mine on our
vein but worked at greater depth than was ours, was yielding ore 20% of which
went to slime in the tanks.

Fearing we at some filture time be confronted by

a similar oondition, the treatment of slime was taken up in earnest.
The.material for experiment was· supplied by the adjoining mine
mentioned, the slime separated from tIle 8rit, and the gold content was read
ily put in solution.
Centrifugal separation was thoroughly and persistantly tried; the
writer finally seouring a shop with power in the oity,close to a foundry and
machine shop •. There are yet, probably, lying in the scrap heap of that

mac~

ine shop, various odd devices for extracting clear liquor from slime that
looked like thick Qream.

A smaller numbe~ showed

Most of them were failures.

a disposition to accomplish the desired reSUlt, and two or three were entire
ly

successf~ul

except as to the vital point of capacity.

where conferenco was had with the maker

o~

the large

used in sugar factories, afforded no relief.
worst slime, and effected a continuous

~eed

I

A visit to Boston,

centrif~ugal

separators

got olear liquor out

o~

the

and disoharge, but failed to de

vise any machine. of workable capacity that could be run with even approx
imate safety, and I abandoned

e~forts

toward centrifugal separation.

The collecting of a slime oake on filters of various kinds was next
triHd., lH3eing a small pump to effect the suction, and subsequent washing of
the accumulated slime cake, first with a barren cyanide solution and after,
with water, the washing being done by suckinr; the cleansing liquors through
the slime cake.
My system gave satisfactory reSUlts, but the apparatus was
crude and inconvenient and pressure of other work prevented further work
looking to its perfection at that time.

Nearly a year later Mr

Geor~e

Mooro, tJ1en of Salt Lake, made his

attack upon slime, and working along the lines found

effe~tive

by the writer,

practically solved the problem by applying his most excellent conception of
the

thin filter cell, coupling lagge

filtering area with

small bulk, and

of assembling the cells so they could be handled as a unit and be aimultane
Quely acted upon by a

vacu~

pump.

This thought of Moores convinced me that

by adopting his general plan, large tonnage could be handled in a small mill
space in reasonable time, and that the slime cake adhering to the filter's
could be subjocted to washing for the recovery of its metal and oyanide value
and,

discharged in a mass at any convenient point selected, and all at a cost

within the limits of mill practioe.
The idea of collecting slime cake on a filter, and holding it there
for

subsequent washing was not first applied by Mr Moore, but he assembled,

though in a crude way, the only practicable apparatus for accomplishing that
purpose that has yet. been devised.
The first serious test of the Moore Process was made at the Hercur
Mill at Mercur, Utah.

The work reoeived much of Mr Moore's personal atten

tion, a large expenditure of time and money was made, and the process prOHGR
nounced a failure, and rejected.
Holding the belief that the treatment of slime was nearer aeCOID
plishment than

~as

its separation from tIle ore desired in the percolation

tanks, I designed the leaching tank illustrated by the accompanying blue
print.

Leaching tanks were then usually made of iron.
The cone slime separatmr was the best then in use, and not at all

satisfactory.
After making my drawing it occurred to me that by adding a valve
to the assorting column below the Y and above the cyanide solution intake,
air pressure could be introduced

throu~h

the cyanide intake to hasten percola

tion; a reversal of the method of suction from below then in use.

Dry course crushing was then XH
Concernin~

NRR

general in this country.

the tank, I wrote, in part, as follows.

" The mill is

const~lcted

with a pUlp bin having a

oharge hoppers corresponding to the number of

loachin~

nu~ber

of dis

tanks required.

The ore feeds from these hoppers under a stream of standard cyanide 801ution

Bufficient only to wet the ore, irlto a sorew conveyor oonstructed with blades

or paddles set spirally around a shaft, instead of the ordinary continl1ous
blade; the object being to break up all masses of ore held t08ether by clay

ey matorial; to secure advantage of the reSUlting abrasive action upon the
gold in the ore, and of the agitation in the presenoe of air afforded by the
oonstruction.
The ore is carried by this conveyor to a closed tank
oonstr~1cted

~~~~t~

as in the draWing attached, and disoharges into the inclined

branch of the vertical pipe connected with the top of the tank: the tank and
Ipipe haVing been previously filled with standard cyanide solution.
The

ept~ance

of the ore into the pipe displaces the solution, and

'immediately starts a flow from all parts of the tank up the stand pipe or
assortin~

column, carrying all slime out

o~

the vertical extremity of the

stand pipe, whence they are conducted to whatever appliance is provided for
their treatment.
The sar:d gradually fills the tank, which may then be treated by the
ordinary leaching method.
The longth of the conveyor, and the diameter and height of the stand
pipe a,nd tank may be adjusted to meet the specific requirement of the ore un
der treatment, and the capaoity ahd construction of the mill.
I claim for this tank a rapid treatment of ore without the oost for
power and installation USllal in other devices employed for the purpose of
hastoning the cyanide treatment.
The espeoial oonveyor agitating the ore in a bath of oyanide solutfuon
and the ore being in

const~nt

contact with the dissolving liquor while the

tank is being filled: tend to materially hasten the process.
The sand goes to the tank free from slime, permitting rapid percola
tinn and tIle UBe of a deep tank; the lattor point being one of marked eoonomy
in mill constnlotion. The tanks are fed automatically, requiring no system of
tracks and cars, or conveyors.

"

After writing the above concerning my tank, I made a broader stUdy
of tho field for possible cyanide mill work, and, arriving at-the conclusion
that for the treatment of a large majority of cyaniding are wet fine crushigg
would be nocessary,I did not push the tank, beCatlse the

lar~e

quantity of

liquor accompanying wet crushed ora would cause too violent action in the
assorting column to admit of good separation. It was also 800n found help
fUl to permit a considerable percentage of

treatment, and a

Batis~actory

a~nd

to go with the slime for

separation is effected by mhe Dorr Classifier.
.

I

"

did, however, show the drawing.to the rield superintendent for

a leading mill construction company, and, without consulting me , he made
I

and shipped to a Nevada mill, three •• tanks as near like those
print as he dared to make them.
pipes, one

~or

o~

the blue

To avoid an exact copy, he used two stand-

feed, and one for disoharge; thereby losing the principle

and defeating the purpose.
The writer was in the Black Hills ,South Dakota, at the time of the
failllre of the Moore Process at the Mercur Mill, but he was convinced that
the system had not had a fair trial, and, upon being consulted by Messero
Lundberg, porr and Wilson, of Deadwood, South Dakota; Who were making plans
fo~

a cyanide mill at Terry,.S. D•. where slime would need separate treatment

he advised the stUdy and adoption of tha"Moore Process.
Mr John V.
chiefl~r

n.

Dorr, later patentee of The Dorr Classif:ter, was

instrumenta.l in investigating and installing in the Terry mill the

Moore prooess, and in doing

80

greatly improved some of its mechanical de

tails.
Th~

writer had

mad~

small testa with the Moore process, but first

saw it in action in mill work at the mill of Lundberg, Dorr and Wilson at

Terry, and while the general behavior and results were satisfactory, con
aidering that the method and apparatus were new; two quite serious defects
that had aided in previous condemnation were at once apparent; namely, the
cell construction, and the imperfeot discharge of finished tailings.
The present prooess and apparatus used in slime treatment in oyanide
)mill praotice by vaouum cell riltration are too well known to need description
here, but the effioient behavior of a slime plant of today ia the result of
much work toward improvement.
The improved filter oell frame installed by Mr Dorr, consisted of a
WOod top piece 4 ff x3" and 6' long; haTing
perpendicular to it, and l' apart wood
a

1n~erted

~tripa

in one of the 4 ft faces,

or fingers 4.5' long, making

res"nlt somewhat similar. in appea.-anoe to a large comb,

(3'

x

4.5' in size.

The ringers, at their extremities, were fastened to

pose of giving

So

rigidity to the bottom of the frame.

wood bar,for the pur

There was drawn

ove~

this frame, from its bottom, a well fitting oanvas ba8, whose top was
olamped into a groove in the 3 ft f'aoes of' the top bar by a properly fitted
wood strip.

The result was a comparatively well sealed oanvas box 4.5' high

6' lonr;, and Itt thiok; excepting the neoessary flare at the top to ambrace ..

the top bar.

Pipes were passed through the top bar into the cell for oonnect

ion with the vacuum pump and the compressed air tank.

The object of the.

compressed air was to force a discharge of the tailings by exerting an inter
nal pressure after the treatment of the slime oake had been oompleted.
As is well understood, a number of these cella were clamped to a
heavy wood frame, and moved from tank to tank by a hydraulio orane.
For additional support to the canvas, when loaded with the slime
oake, and for the purpose of preventing distention of' the

SktmB KKkB

at the time of' the tailings discharge, when the vaouum pump was

IitK

oanvas
stopped

and the inside air pressure exerted; iron wire was run around the outside of
the canvas bag, vertically, clamping, in a slight measure, the canvas to the
inoh square spaoing bare, or fingers, within; the
bars

wi~e

being fastened to the

by the oommon two pointed oarpet tacks, which inolosed the wire, pierc

ad the canvas at two points and entered the wood spaoing barB.
The faults of this oell were eo great as to def'eat the operation of'
~the Moore prooess in the hands of men less patient and persevering

than

Mr Dorr, and to cause a general oondemnation of' the Moore system.
The first difficulty met, was the imperfect discharge of' tailings

from the filter oell sides, and no disoharge being seoured from the edges.

The stopping of the suotion due to the action of the vacuum pump, and the
introduetion of air pressure within the oells, proved insuffioient agenoies
)to indu~e a oomplete dropping of'f of the externally adhering

slime oake,

and the patohes of remaining slime were scraped off at the cost of labor,

time and injury to the canvas.
~oeas~y

A considerable amount of such hand work was

before the 6ella were in oondition to be moved back to position

over th. Blime tank, and lowered into it for reloading.
After but little service, it was found that the double pointed tacks
")(~et under the oollapsing and distending a.otion of' the filter, outting the

canvo,s, thereby rendering f'i1 tration imperfect, and shortening the life of
the canvas.

The tacks also gradually worked loose, and, when internal air

presm1I'l3 was exerted, :flew from their holdings; parmi tting such distension
of tIle sides of the filters that their adhering slime cakes touched each
otller, preventing disoharge or tailings, and necessitating immediate repairs.
The wood frames also warped so badly as to cause contaot between many of tIle
cellB, leaving no room at such points for- the operation of the system.
Beoause .of these defects it was necessary to have quite a peroentage
of new cells ready to replaoe those beoomin8 defective, and the oost of
canvas, labor and loss of time were moat discouraging.
This was the oondition and operation of The Moore Process filter
oel1 arter it had been improved since the trial at Mercur, and at the only
p1aco of its operation at that time.
The writer left the study of the Moore

Process as operated at the

Lundberg, Dorr and Wilson Mill, with the folloWing impressions.
He was oonvinced that the Moore plan was the best yet devised for
slime treatment, that the vital point in the plan was the filter cell, that
Moore's oell was sufficiently unsatisfactory in its action to defeat general
adoption of a filter cell system, that causing internal air pressure would
not properly clean the outside of the filter, and that possibly it would be
bettor to perform all of the steps of the operation in one tank; leaVing the
filter aells fixed, Withdrawing, at the olose of eao11 stage of the process,
the liq110r surrounding the cells, and discharging the tailings through sluice
boxes connecting with the emptied tank in which the cells were suspended.
I

was at that time opening a mine;and building a mill for the treat

ment of its slime bearing ore.

I experimented witll apparatus and methods for tneating slimes by a
Ifixed filter system, and patented my prooess as a means of proteotion upon
my

O\~l

premises; but decided that Moorets plan of moving the filters, if

properl~,

carried out, was better than mine of moving the liquors.
I

could not, however, accept Mr Moore's filter cell, and in the

8lrnmor of 1904 I made the first perrorated iron framed filter cell I ever

heard of, and used an internal water pressure, instead of air,
"the CCl,l1vas fil tar at the ttme of' tailing di soharge.

to cleanse

Because the

stoalin~

of the fee, and the destrnction of

my

papers by a

clekl~

of my patent attorney was not discovered for some montl1s, my second applica

tion was not filed until March 13th. 1905,· and the pate:{lt·vissued August 1st.

1905.

A copy of that patent is here attached, and also a copy of one of my

patents in which .the cleansing of the filt.er at the time of the tailing dis

charge, by internal water pressure,· is covered.
Long borore the iron pipe cell frame patent issued, I had corr6uted
the crudities of my

~irst

conception of the cells, anu had them

SUCC6ss~111y

working in mill practioe in the form and efficieney that makes them the
generally accepted filter cell of today.
When the first oanvas filters, resembllng large bags, were being

olosed over the frame

b~r

sewing the top edgos together, it occurred to the

wri t'3r that distention of the sides by intornal water prosoure could be pre
vented, and sufficient supporting strength against the weieht of the adhering
slime oake could be attained,by stitching the two sideo of the filter

to~eth

.~

er along vertical lines, about three or four inches apart.

Later, all exter

nal support to the canvas , and the inteI'i"'1al spacing bars , were dropped.
Vertical 1in6p of stitching, 3" apart,

held the two sides of the canvas to

gether, excepting three inches at the top

~nd

bottoln,

and in the spaces be

tween the ati telling were inserted, loosely, wooden rods,

1/2"

in diameter.

1'he"quiltil1Stf was done by rrhe Denver Tent and Awning Co, who suppli
led the fil tors.

The edges of the fi1 tars were closed about the 3/4 ft iron

pipe frame by hand sewing at the·mill.
The filter cell system of slime treatment is now vall1able, efficient

and widely llsed.

One evidence of the interest it holds is the war being

waged through the mininr; and metallurgical press between the advocates of
Mr Moore's process, and those of the so-called Butters-Caosel process.
Both systen1B are good, but the writer- prefers that of Mr Moore,

notwithstanding the fact that the Butters-Cassel plan was his own; but the
pivotal ancl vital point of them both, is the durable, eff'icient and conven
lent

~ilt8r

oell which both processes are dependent upon, without which they

WOuld have no acoeptable slime method, upon which they have been able to

make no improvement, and which was first designed, made , used and patented
~y

the writer.

No. 796,198.

-/~J"e6:
p

'PATENTED AU G. 1 , 1905.

~

.¥~
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN, OF DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAI{OTA.
FILTERING-CELL.
No. 796,198.

Specification of Letters Patent.

ratented Aug. 1, 1905.

Application filed March 13, 1905. Serial No. 249,781.

To all Wh017& it 17ury C07Went:
Be it known that I, GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Deadwood, in the county of Lawrence and
State of South Dakota, have invented new
and useful Improvements in Filtering-Cells,
of which the following is a specification, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, forming a part thereof.
The purpose of this invention is to provide
an improved device particularly adapted for
filtering slimes in ore treatment, and the improvements which constitute the invention
relate to the construction of the cell, and consist of the features of construction of such
cell, as set out in the claims.
In the drawings, Fig'ure 1 is a vertical
longitudinal section or a filter embod.ying my
improvements. Fig. 2 is a detail top plan
view. Fig. 3 is a section at the line 3 3 on
Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a detail section at the line
44 on Fig. 1.
The tank-compartment A is su ppliecl with
the material to be filtered through pipes 1 1,
which discharg'e material, preferably near the
bottom, with an upward trend. Through the
same pipes or through other pipes 2 2, according' to circumstances, there may be supplied to the tank solvent liquor for dissolving
out the metal values from the slimes, and
through either of the pipes 1 or 2, according
to circumstances, there may be supplied clear
water for washing' out the dissolved metal
values and solvent liquor to reduce the residuum to clear sand for discharge as waste,
such discharge being made through any suitable outlet prodded in the bottom, which outlet lllay be represented by the discharge-spout
3. For the purpose of flushing out the tankcompartment either of the pipes 1 or 2 may
have a branch 4 extending up in the corner
of the tank and then along the upper part of
the latter, so that water may be discharged
downwardly from it both ag'ainst the tankwall and the cell-walls, if desired, at any time
for completel,y cleaning said walls of any adhering residuum.
The features above described with respect
to the tank and the means of supplying material to and ivithdrawing it from the same are
only incidental. The central f~atures ?f m,V:
invention reside in the cell, whIch eonslsts of
a filtering-bag 4lL of filtering' material, such
as canvas or the like, which is st,retched .upon
and incloses a distending and penpheral frame
or stretcher made of pipe 5. This pipe is

suitably joined up with pipe-fittings to constitute a four-sided frame, consisting of top
and bottom and opposite end bars, the top
bal' being connected to the end bars b,Y T -fittings, into the outwardly-extending branches
of which discharge and supply pipes 6 6 are
connected, sleeves 7 7 being sewed on watertight to the bag at the apertures through
which these pipes protrude and being adapted
to be secured w"ater-tight onto the pipes by
exterior winding with cords or flexible wire,
as illustrated at 8 8. This frame ma~T be
stiffened at intervals throughout its length by
pipe cross-bars 9 9, connectrd with the top
and bottom bars by T -fittings in the customar,Y manner of pipe-fitting. The pipe of
,,,hich this frame is made is perforated at
freq uent intervals, both the top and bottom
bars, end bars, and cross-bar's being so perforated, so that proper pump connections
being made to the pipe 6 6 liquid may be
pumped from or forced into the cell through
the pipe-frame thereof.
At short intervals throughout the length
of the cell there are located space-bars 10 10
10, which may be of wood, matched at their
upper and lower ends to the top and bottom
bars of the frame so as to be held firmly in
position by the latter, the matching consisting merely in suitably hollowing the ends of
said space-bars to fit the pipe. These bars
are in width equal to or greater than the diameter of the pipe which forms the frame
and are designed to hold the canvas bag dist.ended-that is, to prevent it from collapsing
wall to wall upon suction being applied to
draw the liquid through the canvas and exhaust the cell in the filtering process. In
order to afford all parts of the cell free communication with each other, notwithstanding
the absence of the space-bars, the latter have
fr.equent grooves or notches 11 11 on their
edges facing toward the canvas, so that even
when the latter is held sucked against the
space-bars the communication is sufficiently
free between the compartments separated by
the space-bars through these notches. The
canvas bag extends some distance above the
frame, the excess 12 at the upper side being'
designed to be rolled up on a roller 13 for
closing the bag at the top, and such roller
may be secured to the pipe 6 in any convenient way. The entire filter bag or cell is supported and suspended in the tank-compartment by the pipe 6. Without specific illustration it may be understood that the pipe 6
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at one end may be connected with a pump
for exhausting the cell, while the ~other end
may extend to an elevated tank for supplying the pressure, valves 15 15 in the pipe outside the cell at the two ends, respectively,
serving to control the communication with
either the pump or the tank at will.
This cell will be employed in the manner
which has been fully set out in my pending
application, Serial No. 223,971, which may
be explained briefly, as follows: The tankcompartment being' -supplied with the slimes
to be treated, the cell being connected with
the pump, the latter being operated to exhaust the cell, the liquid will be sucked in
through the filtering canvas or bag of the cell,
leaving the slime deposited on the outside of
the latter, the liquor being conducted away
for further treatment to recover the metal
values which it may contain. vVhen b.v this
process there has been deposited on the-outside of the cell a layer of slimes as thick as is
desired, a supply of metal-solvent liquor will
be substituted for the supply of slime-bearing
liquid, and the pumping being continued such
solvent liquor will be sucked through the contents of the tank-compartment and through
the deposited layer of slimes on the cell, such
deposit being increased by the slimes still remaining in the contents of the tank, with the
result that eventually substantially all the
slimes contained in the tank will be thus deposited and that the solvent liquor being'
sucked through such deposited slimes \vill
have dissolved therefrom substantially all
other metal values. The supply of solvent
liquor being now cut off and water being substituted and the pumping being continued,
the slime deposit will be washed clear of all
the metal-bearing' liquor with which it was
saturated during the pumping of such liquor,
and this process may be continued until the
liquor in the tank, being first diluted, will
eventually be entirely substituted by clear
water and the slime deposit on the cell will
be washed clean of all metal-bearing' liquor,
and said deposit will thus become substantially clear sand or refuse dirt. vVhen this
stage in the process is reached, the supply of
water through the pipes 2 or 3, as the case
may be, being cut off, the connection of the
pipes 6 6 will be shifted from the pump to
the elevated tank or source of pressure and
water being thus forced into the cell and out
through the cell-wall will discharge the deposited slimes into the tank and the dischargespout being now open they will be flushed
away, leaving the tank clean and empty or
containing only clear \vater, whereupon the
pressure being cut off and the discharge-spout
closed the tank may be recharged with slimes
and the deposit repeated.
For binding the filtering web or baQ' to the
interior construction in order that it may not
pe unduly distorted when distended by the

pressure from within for dislodging the exterior coating of slimes I employ the same
means shown in my pending application, Serial No. 223~971, said means consisting of exterior check-bars 18 18, connected together
above and below the bag by slotted plateR 19
19, which are secured and held in place by
keys 20 20. The slotted plates 19 at the upper side are applied above the roll or the canvas, which is wound up at the top to close
the mouth of the bag, and these plates thus
senTe the purpose of securing the roll, pre\Tenting it rrom unrolling. The check-bars may be
located in either of the two ways sllOwn in my
said application, Serial No. 223,971-that is,
either directly outside the spacing-bars, respectivel,V, or outRide the intervals between
those bars, being in the latter case preferably
arranged in pairs, one at each side of- a spacingbar.
In the above-described construction it will
be noticed that the 'perforated pipe cross-bars 9
are adapted also to serve as spacing-bars, and
they may be interposed with sufficient freqllency to perform that function sufficiently
without additional means for that purpose,
and in any event the.v serve b.y their distribution throughout the length of the cell-to
insure uniformity in the operation of the suction at all parts of the length and height.
These pipe cross-bars, as well as the end bars
of the frame, are preferably connected into the
longitudinal bars with right and left threads
or provided with right and left threaded coupling, so that they may serve as means for
drawing together the upper and lower side
bars to cause the latter to grip firmly the
ends of the space-bars distributed throughout
the length of the cell. In any event, regardless of the employment of the l~ght and left
threaded connection for clamping, the pipe
cross-bars are desirable in a cell of any considerable length to give rigidity to the upper
and lower side bars and make the structure
stiff enough to hold the space-bars, which obviously may be forced into position between
the upper and lower side bars and retained
tightly enough for most purposes, provided
only that the said upper and lower bars do
not 'yield or spring too freel.v, and this iR prevented by sufficient number of the pipe crossbars.
I claim1. In a filtering device, a filtering-cell comprising a frame or stretcher of perforated pipe
and a filtering-web inclosing such frame or
stretcher, the pipe-frame having connections
extending fluid-tight through the web for exterior communication with the pipe-cavity of
the frame.
2. In a filtering device, a filtering-cell comprising a frame or stretcher of perforated pipe;
a filtering - web inclosing such frame or
stretcher, the pipe-frame having two connections extending fluid - tight out through th~
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web for exterior communication with the pipecavity, and exterior valves controlling said
comm unications respectively.
3. In a filtering device, a filtering-cell comprising a frame or stretcher of perforated pipe;
a filtering - web inclosing such frame or
stretcher having connection extending fluidtight through the web for exterior communication with the pipe-cavity, and a plurality of
cross - bars of perforated pipe distributed
throughout the length of the cell, connected
for communication with the opposite side bars
of the pipe.
4. In a filtering device, a filtering-cell comprisinga frame or stretchel' of perforated pipe;
a filtering - web inclosing such frame or
stretcher, the pipe-frame having connection
extending- fluid-tight through the \veb for exteriol' communication with the pipe-cavity,
and spacing-bars distributed throuR'hout the
length of the cell extending from upper to
lower side bar, having the ends hollowed for
seating endwise on the sides of the pipe-bars.
5. In a filtering device, a filtering-cell com{wising a frame or streteher of perforated pipe;
a filtering - web inclosing such frame or

stretcher, the pipe-frame havin~ connection
extending fluid-tight out through the web for
exterior communication with the pipe-cavity;
a plurality of cross bars or ties of perforated
pipe connecting the upper and lower side bars
of the frame and communicating therewith,
and a plurality of space-bars extending frOlll
upper to lower side ·bar at intervals throughout the length of the cell and throughout the
intervals between the pipe cross bars or ties,
such space-bars being held in position by having their ends hollowed for seating endwise on
the side of the upper and lower side bars, the
pipe cross-bars having right and left thread
connections for drawing together the side bars
to cause them to bind on the end of the spacebars.
In testimonJT whereof I have hereunto set
my hand, in the presence of two witnesses, at
Dead wood, South Dakota, this 1st day of October, 1904.
GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN.
Witnesses:

J. B.

EMPSON,
DONALD S. DUNCAN.

No. 787,878.

PATENTED APR. 18, 1905.

G. A. DUNCAN.
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APPLIOATION FILED JULY 2, 1904,

No. 787,878.

Patented April 18, 19(;5.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN, OF DEADvVOOD, SO-UTH DAKOTA.
PROCESS OF TREATING SLIMES IN ORE REDUCTION.
SPECIFICATION forming part of r.etters Fa:tent No. 787,878, dated"April 18, 1905.
Original applioation filed :March 27,1904, Serial No, 205,070, Divided and this applioation filed July 2,1904, Serial Noo 215,173,
7JUf,l/ concern:
I liquid in the tank: and in which the cells are
. Be It known that I, GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN 1 iminersed through the filterin U'-walls of the
a citizen of. the United States, residing at cells to cause the deposit of s~ids upon the
Deadwood, In the county of Lawrence and outer walls of the latter. These pipes for
5 State of South Dakota, have invented new this purpose extend frOln the top down to a ss
and ~seful. Imp~ovenlentt? in Processes of point Ileal' the bottOln of the cells, where they
TreatIng SlImes In Ore Reduction, of whieh open to take in the liquid. The liquid shown
the following is a specification, reference be- in the tank in Fig. 2 lllay be understood to be
~ng had to the accompanying drawings, fornl- s.lim.e-bearing liquid, the slitHe being snppos10 lng a part thereof.
edly charged with IHetal values which it is the 60
This applieation is a division of nlY apph.·ca- purpose of the process to extract and the liqtion, Serial No. 205,070, filed March 27,1004., uid being also charged with a proper InetaITIllS invention relates to the treatillellt of solvent lIquor adapted to the nlineral charslinles containing metal values, its purpose I acter of the slilHes. Pipes E E E, extending
15 being to provide a silnplified and economieal longitudinally under the bottOln of each tank, 65
process for separating th.e Inetal values from ,. have their outer curved surface only partly
such slinles.
exposed and are perforated at the lower sides
It consists of the steps and operations of I for the discharge of air at a lllultiplicity of
the process hereinafter set out, and specified points into the liquid in the tanks to keep the
20· in the claims.
same agitated and cause the slnnes to reInain 7C
. In the drawings I have shown apparatus in suspension. These pipes lnay be undersuitable for enlployment of the herein-de- stood to be connected with any source of air,
scribed process which constitutes the present (not shown,) by which the air-discharge is'
invention. This apparatus, however, is illus-Ilnaintained as described. The slinle-bear25 trated only for the purpose of rendering the ing liquid is supplied continuously at the top 75
process intelligible, and it is in many of its es- of the tank, as indicated by the pipes F, exsential features the subject of other applica- tending along the top of the tanks, and distions for patent-such as, for example, the charging into them at frequent intervals~ (inapplication of Oliver P. Ankeny, Serial No. dicated b3; the discharge-nipples F' F',) the
30 198,076, filed March 14, 1904.
supply beIng made adequate to make good 80
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view of an the drainage effected by suction through the
apparatus employed in the herein-described filtering-walls of the cells and carried off by
process constituting my invention. Fig. 2 is the pipes C until the desired thickness of dea vertical section through one of the tanks, posit of slilne is produced upon the outer walls
3:> section being Inade at the line 22 on Fig. 1. of the cells. Thereupon the supply of slilne- 85
In practicing IHy invention I employ one bearing liquid being cut off the suction will
or lllore tanks or· vats A, in each of which be continued througp. the pipes C until the
there is suspended a filtering-cell B, which is I liquid is substantially exhausted frOl11 the
only enough less in horizontal dUl!ensions tank down to the bottOln of the cell, the air40 than the tank in which it ~s suspend~d to leave supply through the pipes E b.ein~ redllced, if 90
room for the "accumulatIOn upon Its lateral necessary, as the level of the lIquId falls, so as
surfaces of a predeterlnined thickness of not to produce undue aO'itation in the reduced
slimes and enough additional space outside I quantity. Afreshlnet~-solventliquoradapt
the same when so accu111ulated for the nee-I ed to attack and take up the IHetal values still
45 essary circulati?n of the liquor or cleansing- ?ontained in the ~lilneswill now be in.troduced 95
water at the dIfferent stages of the process Into the tank, eIther through the pIpes E or
hereinafter described. In each of the cells if by reason of the slnallness of their disthere are any desired ~umber of pipes C C C, charge-ap~rt~res tIfis Inethod is. too slow th~n
connected to a pumprilg apparatus, conven- through SImilar pIpes G, haVIng freer dis50 tionally represented at D, for sucking the I charge at frequent intervals, (indicated by ICO
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the apertures g, for example,) and the tank tach them cleanly; but in lnost cases it is debeing kept filled with such solvent liquor, sirable to employ. t~e two expedients c<?opsuction being applied as before through the eratively, as deserlbed. In the drawIngs
pipes 0, such solvent liquor will be sucked in there is shown means for producing the sucthrough the slimes deposited on the cells and tion and pressure only in conventional Inanwill dIssolve out the metal values in the lat- ner without ,regard to structural details.
ter, and the diScharge from the pumps being Any familiar means for producing these efcollected may be treated in the customary fects may be employed.- In the drawings it
manner for recovery of metal values from may be understood that the pump D oper-,
the liqu<1t thus drawn through. the slimes. ates to withdraw the liquid from and through
After this step in the operaion has been con- the cells, as described, and that the pipe M is
tinued for a sufficient length of time to ex- connected with a source of water under prestract the metal from the slimes to such de- sure for operatiIlg in the opposite direction
gree as may be economically effected in this when the valve M' is opened and the pump
manner the metal-solvent liquor will be with- is not in operation. The water supplied
drawn by cutting off the supply and continu- through the pipe M for detaching the slimes,
ing the suction until the tank is empty or by as above described, serves also to assist in
directly draining the tank through the bot- flushing out the tank and delivering the retom, if preferred, and a supply of clear water sidual mud therefrom.
will be furnished through the pipes E or G.
With certain sorts of slimes the deposit
The tank being filled with water to the top of formed upon the cell by exhaustion of the
the cells and the section continued, the re- liquid as described from within may have a
mainder of lnetal-solvent liquor with what- tendency to crack or may be without crackever metal values it lnay carry will bewash~d ing quite porous, so that when the supply of
out of the sliInes and collected for further slimes is cut off, the exhaustion continuing
treatment. After the slilnes have been thus and lowering the level of the liquid in the
thoroughly washed out, so that not only all tank, the air will enter so easily through the
the metal values possible but all the solvent deposit as to partially defeat the action or
liquor worth recovering have been washed the suction in exhausting the. tank to the botout, the slimes may be detached from the tOln, and some slimes may be of such quality
outer surface of the cells by any convenient that they will not be retained after the liqmeans. A satisfactory means consists in re- uid is withdrawn from the exterior, but will
versing the pressure, so that water is forced fall off in cakes. In such cases when the
into instead of drawn out of the cells and by supply of. slimes is cut off a corresponding
the pressure from within operating outward supply of solvent liquor will be admitted at
through the canvas forces the accumulated the bottom through the pipes provided for
loadofslimesofffromthelatter,sothat,being that purpose, and thus the liquid will be
detached, it falls bodily into the tank and can lnaintained in the tank at the full level, bebe carried away through the discharge-pas- coming gradually deprived of the solid matsages upon openinO' the same and flushing ter by deposit, so that it will eventually conout the tank with clear water. This process sist only of the solvent liquor, as would be
also tends to clear the interstices or the can- the case if the slilne-bearing liquor had been
vas, leaving it in proper condition for repeti- first exhausted and the other liquor substition of the filtering action, when suction is tuted. In like manner after drawing the
again applied as at first. It is desirable also I solvent liquor through the slilnes for a sufto flush off the outer surface of the canvas ficient time to complete the process of disand assist the action or the interior pressure solving out the lnetal values the liquid-supin detaching the slhnes, and this is accom- ply will be changed to clear water while the
plished by means or water - jets directed tank is still full, and the suction being conagainst the outer surface of the cells at the tinued the liquid will gradually change frOln
top or the slilne deposit, which is thus at- solvent to pure water, and then being contacked in position to leave no marginal re- tinued long enough to complete the washing,
siduum adhering to the canvas. For this the supply being wholly cut off, the suction
step of the process I provide a horizontal will be continued until the tank is exhausted
pipe J, extending along each side of each cell and if the deposit tends to break away and
at the top with discharge-apertures or noz- fall in this process no damage will be done
zles for directing a InultIplicity of jets of wa- because this will be only in anticipation of
ter inward and downward against the sides the next step, which will consist in freeing it
or the cells. A valve K controls this entire by the lneans described.
system of flushing-pipes. With slimes of cerI claiIntain character the exterior flushing alone
1. The process of treating ore slimes which
may be a~equate for detaching the r~siduum consi~ts in accum.ul.ating th~ slimes upon the
and washIng the outer surface, and In other exterIOr of a filterIng-cell Immersed in the
instan<!es the character or the slimes may be slhne-bearing liquid, by suction from within
such that the interior pressure al?ne will de- I the cell and exhausting the liquor from about
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such ac~umulated ~linles, surrounding the supply of liquid from. around the cells and
cell ha~g the slunes thus aC?llllll~lated substituting a Inetal-solvent liquor; sucking 55
there?n WIth fr~sh nlOtal-solv~nt hquo,r, and such Inetal-solveIit liquor through the accudraWIng such hquo,r by suctIon wIUun the nlulated sliI11es into and through the cell;
~ell thro.u~h the slnnes so accunlula.ted on I cutting off the s~ppl;y of solvent liquo~ fr<?m
Its .exteno!, and subsequently detaclllng the the tank; substituting non-solvent hqUld;
.
.
sucking such non-solvent liquid through the 60
resIdual sln11es fr0111 the ~ell.
2. The process of treatIng ore shnles whIch accul11ulated slilnes into and through the
consi~ts in accul1;ulating the sl~l1les on the cell; withdrawing the non-solvent liquid and
exterIOr of a filterIng-cell by suctIOn £r01n the detachinO' the residual sliInes fr01n the cell.
interior of the cell while the latter is iIn6. A p~ocess of treating ore sliInes which
mersed in the slitne-bearing liquid contained consists in accunlulating the slilnes on the 65
in a tank into which the cell intrudes; cut- exterior of a filtering-cell by suction from
ting off the supply of slilne-bearing liquid within the cell while' the latter is inlnlersed
fr0111 about the cell and substituting a 111etal- in the sliIne-bearing liquid; drawing the
solvent liquor; drawing such liquor into the nletal-solvent liquor by suction into the cell
cell through the slilnes accunlulated thereon, through the slilnes so accul11ulated thereon 70
and conducting it away; withdrawing the and conducting away the Inetal-bearing liqsolvent liquorfr01n around the cell, and sub- uor; cutting off the supply of solvent liquor
sequently detaching the residual sliI11es fr0111 from around the cell and substituting a nonthe cell.
solvent liquid; sucking such liquid through
3. The process of treat.in g ore sliIlles which the residual aCelullulated slilnes for washing 75 .. ,L,.~
consists in accunlulating the slil11es on the the solvent liquor fr0111 the latter, and sub- 4tU-:-:-;rA./
exterior of a filtering-cell by suction fr01n sequently forcing water into and out thrOUgI0~~~'fA
within the cell while the latter is iUll11ersed the walls of the cell to detach the residual
~J
in the slilne-bearing liquid.; cutting off the slilHes fr0111 the exterior thereof'~1
supply of slilne-bearing liquid fr01n around
7. A process of treating ore slilnes which 80
r - --the cell; substituting a Inetal-solvent liquor; consists in acculnulating the slilnes on the
sucking such liquor through the slinles so ac- exterior of a filtering-cell by suction fr01n
cUIllulated into and through the cell; cutting within the cell while the latter is iIllillersed
off the supply of solvent hquor fr0111 around in the slilne-bearing liquid; cutting off the
the cell; substituting a non-solvent liquid; supply of sliIne-bearing liquid 'fr01n around 85
sucking such liquid through the residual ac- the cell; substituting a Inetal-solvent liquor;
Clllllulated slinles for washing the solvent sucking such liquor through the sliIlles so acliquor fr0111 the latter, and subsequently de- cumulated into and through the cell; cutting
taching the residual slinles fr0111 the cell.
off the supply of solvent liquor fr0111 around
4. The process of treating ore sliines which the cell; substituting a non-solvent liquid; 90
consists in accunllllating the sliInes on the sucking such liquid through the residual acexterior of a filtering-cell by suction £rom cumulated sliines for washing the solvent
within the cell while the latter is immersed liquor fr0111 the latter; applying liquid-presin the slinle- beariIig liquid; sucking the sure within the cell operating outward for
I1lCtal-solvent liquor through the slimes so detaching the residual sliInes, and sinllllta- 95
aCClllnulated thereon; subsequently direct- neously directing water - jets against the
iug water-jets against the accunlulated outer surface of the cell at the top of the acslimes for detaching them froln the cell and cUlllulated slimes.
eleansing the latter.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
G. The process of treating ore slinles which my hand, in the presence of two ·witnesses, 100
consists in accunlulating the sliInes on the at Deadwood, South Dakota, this 23d day of
exterior of a filtering-cell fixedly intruded June, A. D. 1904.
into a tank; surroundlllg the cells within the
GUSTAVUS A. DUNCAN.
tank with a sliine-bearing liquid, and applyIn presence ofing suction within the cells for drawing the
JASON W~ BAKER,
li(iUid through the cell-walls; cutting off the
R. C. HAYES.
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o:no and one quarter inohes thick, in twenty minutes.

Frequently an hour is expended in accumulatine upon the filters
tIn·ea quarters of an inch of slime.
Respeot~111y

submitted ~

~~
Written in camp, neap the Colorado River, in Lincoln County,

Nevada.

June 23rd. 1907.

